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The conceptof an equivalentdepth of the atmosphericboundary layer is discussedin the framework

of verticallyintegratedboundarylayerequations.
A methodis presented
by whichthesedepthsmay be
computedfrom sea level pressureanalysesand oceansurfacewind speedmeasurements.
An explicit
representation
that yieldsa realisticvaluefor the equivalentdepthfrom the equatorto the poleis given
in terms of theseparameters.For this study,the equivalentdepthswere calculatedfrom 3 days of
altimeterwind speeddata taken from Seasat.This studyshowsthat over the mid-latitudeand polar
regionsand in the rangeof surfacewind speedsbetween5 m/s and 15 m/s, the equivalentdepthsare
calculatedto be about700-800 m, comparableto the heightsof the atmospheric
boundarylayer;in the
polar region,both scaleheightsare also quite comparablein values,rangingbetween200 and 600 m;
over the tropics,however,the conventionalscaleheights,as is well known, are unreasonablylarge,
whereasthe calculatedequivalent depths are quite realistic and well defined. It is therefore concluded

that the methodpresented
in this studymay be usedto inferheightsof the atmospheric
boundarylayer
over the global oceans.In addition,the calculatedequivalentdepthstogetherwith the measuredsurface
wind speedsprovidean estimateof the spin up time for the boundarylayer flows.During the 3-day
period,the spin up timesare found to vary between4.5 hoursin the polar regionsto about 39.4 hoursin
the m•d-iat•tudes.

1.

INTRODUCTION

ventionally used for the height of atmospheric boundary layer

In a previous study, Yu [1987] proposed a technique to

is h - bu,/•f(see,for example,Blackadarand Tennekes[1968]),
where u, is the surfacefriction velocityand f is the Coriolis

deduce wind directions from the Seasat altimeter

and scattero-

parameter. The value of the numerical constant b varies according to atmospheric stability' typically b- 0.25 during
neutral stability conditions. This depth scale is perhaps reasonable for studies of middle and higher latitudes, but it certainly becomes unreasonably large and hence not valid for low
ter, hereinafter referred to as "equivalent depth of the atmosphericboundarylayer,"/•.The equivalentdepthis definedas latitudes where the boundary layer has a finite depth defined
• = IohA dz/Ao, whereh is the heightof the atmospherictypically by the top of the inversion layer. Moreover, if one
boundary layer above which the effect of the surface stress applies a vertically integrated atmospheric boundary layer
become.qnegligible and Ao referq to the surface value of the system to study the balance of wind and mass fields right
quantity A. Thus the equivalent depth is a characteristic above the ocean surface [Yu, 1987-1, the surface momentum
length scale which together with the surface value of any flux parameterized by the quantity F should be scaled by the
equivalent depth of the layer and not by some predetermined
quantity A enables one to estimate the integral value of that
depth
of the boundary layer as the h defined above. Therefore
quantity within the atmosphericboundary layer.
For numerical modeling of atmospheric boundary layer under a given synoptic wind condition, the behavior of the
bulk boundary layer dynamics depends on an internal paramflows, the equivalent depth of the boundary layer is an impor-

meter wind speedmeasurements.This techniqueis based on
simple vertically integrated Ekman boundary layer dynamics
and usesthe sea level pressureanalysestogether with satellitemeasured wind speeds.Implied in this technique is a parame-

tant scaling parameter in determining the momentum flux F
across the air-sea or air-land interface. Customarily, F is rep-

resentedby either a bulk aerodynamicdrag law, i.e., F = poCo
IV I v, or a linear Rayleigh friction formulation, i.e., F =
poRV, where V is the surfacewind vector, Co is the surface
drag coefficient,Po is air density, and R is the coefficient of
Rayleigh friction. In either case,in the framework of vertically
integrated boundary layer equations, the net dissipative body
force acting on the atmospheric boundary layer due to momentum fluxes across its bottom is the quantity F scaled by
some depth representing the thickness of the layer [e.g.,
Bannon, 1979]. In an oceanic context, the depth values used to
scale the momentum fluxes at the top and bottom of an
oceanic column are usually taken as either the entire depth of
the column or the depth of the upper ocean layer above the
thermocline. In the atmospheric context, the scale value conThis paper is not subjectto U.S. copyright.Publishedin 1988 by
the American Geophysical Union.
Paper number 8C0065.

eter,namely,an effectivesurfacedragcoefficient,
•D = CD/l•,

which is the ratio of the surface drag coefficient and some
scale depth representing the characteristics of the layer. One
would expect that in the real atmosphere there is some intrinsic depth scale which would make this internal parameter
remain well defined throughout the entire range of latitudes.
The method discussedin this study will permit one to calcu-

late the valuesof •uch a depth scalefrom a givenset of wind
speed measurements and sea level pressure analyses and will
help in establishing the variability in the depths of the atmospheric boundary layer under various geophysical conditions.
There have been many studies to determine the drag coefficient as a function of wind speed and atmospheric stability
(see, for example, Charnock [1955] and Wu [1969]). These
studies at least established the variability in the values of the
surface drag coefficient that can be expected over a reasonable
range of geophysical parameters. However, so far there have
been no studies attempted to determine the equivalent depth
of the boundary layer. On the other hand, there have been

numerousinvestigationson the height of the atmospheric
3655
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boundary layer (see, for example, Blackadar and Tennekes
[1968], Monin [1970], Clarke [1970], Mel#arejo and Deardorff
[1974, 1975], Yu [1978], Brost and Wyngaard [1978], and
many others). These studies show that over land the atmospheric boundary layer depth may vary from about 100 m
during the stable conditions at night to about 2 km during the
unstable regimesof the day.
Over

the oceans

there

are fewer

observational

studies

and Fy representfluxesof momentumfor the u and v velocity
component,
respectively.
If we integrate(1) from z = z, (a
small height of typically about 10 m above the oceansurface)
to h, the top of the marine boundary layer, we have

:z.=

•x --fv dz
(2)

on

determining the marine boundary layer depth. Betts [1975,
1976] and others analyzed the Barbados Oceanographic and
Meteorological Experiment (BOMEX) data and found that we shall assumethat the momentum fluxes vanish at the top
the top of the atmosphericmixed layer occurred between 500
of the marineboundarylayer(i.e.,at z - h, Fx - Fy - 0) and
m and 1500 m over the tropical oceans. In the middle and
that the momentumflux at the low boundary(i.e.,z = z.) can
higher latitude oceans,Rogers et al. [1985] and Yuen [1985]
be representedby a quadratic law in terms of the surfacedrag
show that the atmospheric boundary layer heights are of the
coefficientCo and surfacewind speeds,i.e.,
order of 1 km or so, correspondingto the basesof the cloud
layer. We shall show in this study that the two scale heights
F•I .... - ColSlu
F•I.... - ColSly
discussedhere, namely, the equivalent depth and the atmospheric boundary layer height, are approximately equal in where$ is the surfacewind speed,i.e., $- (u2 + v2)1/2.Now,
middle and higher latitudes but differ substantiallyin the trop- one can express the right-hand side of (2) without loss of
ics.
generality as
This study presentsa method for determining the equivalent
depths of the atmospheric boundary layer over the oceans.
The method may be equally applicable over land. Section 2
(3)
discussesthe computational procedure which may apply to all
sources of wind speed data including reports from ships and
buoys over the oceans and surface reports over land. For this
study we shall deal exclusively with the spaceborne wind where andflyaretheequivalent
depthsof the atmospheric
speed measurements. Section 3 presents results calculated by boundary layer for the u and v momentum equation, respecusing 3 days of altimeter wind speed data taken from Seasat. tively. Note that these equivalent depths are scalar quantities,
It will be shown that the equivalent depths thus computed are and as such their values must be the same at a given point on
generally of the same order of magnitude as the height of the Earth's surface. The reader is referred to the appendix for a
atmospheric boundary layer in mid-latitude regions. Further,
detailed derivation which rigorously shows there is only one

z. .

az

. •yy+fU
dz=h[,
•--ffy+fU
....

the fi valuesare quite realisticand remain boundedin the

equivalent depth at any given point on Earth's surface. For

tropics. In view of the fact that Geosat now operationally
provides altimeter wind speed measurements over the global
oceans, the method discussedhere permits one to routinely
compute the equivalent depths of the atmospheric boundary
layer. The method should be particularly useful for initialization of atmospheric mixed layer and trade wind models
over the global oceans [e.g., Albrecht, 1979; Albrecht et al.,
1979; Davidson et al., 1984, Suarez et al., 1983; Rogers et al.,
1985; Yuen, 1985; Yu, 1986]. In addition, if one considers a
linear time dependent boundary layer problem, the equivalent
depths together with values of the surfacedrag coefficientand
wind speed provide an estimate of the spin up time needed to
establish a quasi-steady state for the boundary layer flows.
Such information should be useful in assessingthe effect of
transient motions in the boundary layer.

thefollowing
analysis,
weshallset

2.

PROCEDURE

FOR DETERMINING

THE

EQUIVALENT DEPTH

From (2) and (3), (1) may now be rewritten as
10P

-fv =

p Ox

ColSlu
(4)

1 c•P

fu =

p Oy

colsly

where Co is now an effective surface drag coefficient.It is

definedast•o -- Co/fl.All thequantities
in (4)areevaluated
at
the heightof z - z. overthe oceansurface.Note that under
barotropic and well-mixed (convective) conditions where the

equivalentdepth/i shouldbe expectedto be equalto the
height of marine boundary layer h, the wind and pressure
fields in (4) representa balance of forcesin a depth-average
fluid system affected by bottom friction [Bannon, 1979]. It
followsfrom (4) that

The method is based on Ekman boundary layer dynamics
which assume a balance between the pressure gradient, Coriolis, and frictional forces in the atmospheric boundary layer:

•o2S4+f
2S2
=(•IVpl)
2

(5)

Hence

--fv ....

1 c•P

c•Fx

p Ox

Oz

+

(1)

fu-

10P
p Oy

+

OFy
Oz

where P is atmospheric pressure;u, v are wind componentsin
the east-westand north-southdirections,respectively;and F x

,6)
From (6), one can uniquely determine the effective surface
drag coefficientfrom given pressuregradient and wind speed
measurementsand does not require any a priori specification
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depth from (6) and (7) resulting in

of the surfacedrag coefficient.From (6), one can write

t = (Cog)-• -' S
Equation (7) establishesa relationshipbetweenthe equivalent
depth of the boundarylayer and wind speed,the surfacepressure gradient, and a chosenvalue of the surface drag coefficient. Thereforeif we know the pressuregradient from any
conventionalmeteorologicalanalysisand the wind speedfrom
conventional or spacebornemeasurements,we can compute
the equivalent depth from (7) once a value of surface drag
coefficientis specified.Moreover, it is seen from (7) that the
equivalent depth of the boundary layer is well defined at the
equator wheref = 0, and there equation (7) becomes

[Vpl --f2S2

-- ll/(CoS)

(11)

It is dear that the spin up time of the boundary layer to an
imposed surface pressure gradient may be estimated if one
knows the effective surface drag coefficient as given in (6). The
damping time is directly proportional to the equivalent depth

and inversely proportional to the magnitude of the surface
wind speed.That is, the shallowerthe equivalentdepth or the
larger the surface wind speed, the less time it takes for an
equilibrium state to be established.This is consistentwith the
results of Shaeffer and Doswell [1980]. By applying Ekman
dynamicsover land, and usinga so called "antitriptic balance"
approach, they argued that near the surfacecontact layer (of
the order of 100-m depth), the large damping of the transient
effect leads to a rapid establishmentof the steady state Ekman
solution.

An important point to note in connectionwith (7) is that if the
wind speed is provided from a measurement,the other vari-

From (7) we see that in order to compute the equivalent
depth, one needsto specifythe surfacedrag coefficient.Garrat
able that is requiredto determine/$ is the surfacepressure [1977] made a thorough review of previously reported values
n•lA Th• l•,•r is an .,.•,• ,,, ,_,.
mass t-,•,us- the
of surface drag coefficientsin relation to the ocean surface
an atmospheric column and is not influenced by the details of winds. He compiled observationsof wind stressand wind proboundary layer physics. Hence the surface pressure is prob- files reported in the literature and found them to be consistent
ably the most reliable analysis field available on a global basis with Charnock's1-1955]relation between aerodynamic roughas compared with other meteorological variables from routine
ness(z0)andfrictionvelocity(u.); that is, zo= cm.2/g,with
numerical weather prediction models.
c•= 0.0144and g = 9.8 m/s2. He further arguesthat for practiIt should be pointed out that the effective surface drag coefficient in (6) has another important implication related to the
spin up time of the boundary layer. If one considers a transient system in the framework of vertically integrated boundary layer equations, one may write the governing equations as

cal purposes, Charnock's relation may be closely approximated (in the range of wind speedbetween4 m/s and 21 m/s)
by a neutral drag coefficient(referredto 10 m above the ocean
surface)varying with the 10-m wind speedin a linear form,

CD = (0.75+ 0.67S)x 10- 3

1 •P

(12)

In this study we shall adapt this formulation for surfacedrag
coefficientover the oceans.On the basis of (7) and (12), we see
that if the surface drag coefficientis a linear function of sur:
ColSiva.
•t
p •y
face wind speed, the equivalent depth is proportional to the
cubic power of wind speedat low latitudes. In higher latitudes
where the subscript T representsthe transient velocity solu- it dependson the square of the wind speed and the ageostrotion. If (c•P/•x, c•P/c•y)is regarded as a steady inhomogeneous phic contribution of the wind fields.
term, then from (4), u and v representthe equilibrium steady
In general, equivalent depths and heights of the marine
state solution for the surface velocity field corresponding to boundary layer are not equal, as can easily be seenfrom (3).
(8). Let the departureof the time dependentvelocity field from Since the ageostrophiccontribution due to surfacefriction is
the equilibrium state be u' and v', i.e.,
largest near the surface,one should, from (7), expect equivalent depths to be smaller than heightsof the boundary layer.
12
• -- [lT -- [l
l)• = l)T m U
The only exception is under purely barotropic and convec•t

p •x

(8)

•vr +./br 1•P

tively well-mixed conditionswhere the stressprofile is linear
and the equivalentdepthsshouldbe the sameas heightsof the
•W
+ ifW + •oSW = 0
(9) marine boundary layer. Over the oceans,where typically there
8t
exists a well-mixed layer capped by an inversion, one might
expect the equivalent depth to be nearly the same as the
where
W- u'+ iv'andi = x//- 1.If weassume
forsimplicity
height of the mixed layer. It should be pointed out that in
that the effectivesurfacedrag coefficientis independentof time deriving (7) we neglectthe effect due to advectionand to local
and that surfacewind speedis given by some mean value S to (time) changesin the momentum balance.Both of these will
linearize (9), the solution satisfying the condition that (ur, undoubtedly affect values of the equivalent depths. On the
vr) - 0 at t - 0 is simply,
other hand, the height of boundary layer, h, defined in our
W = -W0 exp [-(/f+
CDS)t]
(10) study to be the height at which turbulent stressvanishes,is
not necessarilyinfluencedby theseeffects.
As was discussedearlier, the height of the boundary layer
where W0 represents
the complexvelocityat the equilibrium
state.From (10), one can seethat the transientcomponentof may be estimatedby the relationshiph = bu./[ fl. Sincethe
From (4) and (8), one may write

velocitydecayswith an e-foldingtime of t = (CDS)•. This surfacefrictionvelocityu. is relatedto the surfacewindspeed
by the relationship
u. = CD•/2 S [e.g.,
e-foldingtime may be approximatelyrelatedto the equivalent and dragcoefficient
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Hasse and Dunkel, 1974], we shall also calculate heights of the
Following the previousdiscussions,
we see that equivalent
atmospheric boundary layer using the altimeter wind speeds depthsand effectivesurfacedrag coefficientsare functionsof
three variables, that is, surfacepressuregradient, wind speed,
according to the formulation
and latitude. Since the surfacewind speedis somewhat corre-

h = bCD•/2 S/If l

b = 0.25

(13)

lated with the surface pressuregradient, we shall group the
results into two independent categories,namely, latitude 4•
and surfacewind speedS. Further, we shall classifythe wind
speedinto two ranges' light wind speedrange for S < 5 m/s
and medium wind speedrange for 15 m/s > S > 5 m/s. During
the 3-day periods, there were only a few observationswith
wind speedsgreater than 15 m/s, and these were ignored.
Similarly, we shall classifythe latitudinal dependencyinto
stressvanishesis of the order of 0.5u,/f for neutral stability three regions' polar for 14•1> 60ø, mid-latitude for
20ø, and tropical for I•l< 20ø. From Table 1,
conditions. Under the steady, barotropic, stable conditions, 60ø >l•l>
the results of Brost and Wyngaard [1978] and many others one can seethat during the 3-day period, the wind speedsdo
have shown that b should be much smaller than 0.25. Nevernot show a large variation within the two speedranges.The
theless,the heights of the boundary layer calculated by (13) mean Seasat altimeter wind speed for the light wind speed
should serve as a reasonably good referencefor our compari- rangeis about 2 m/s in the polar region,and about 3-4 m/s in
son with the valuesof the equivalent depth calculatedby using the mid-latitudes and tropics; for the medium wind speed
the procedure proposed in this study. It should be noted that range, the meansare about 8-9 m/s from the polar region to
the formulation for the atmosphericboundary layer according the tropics.On the other hand, for eachwind speedrange,the
to (13) is reasonable in mid-latitudes but is not valid in the analyzedNMC seasurfacepressuregradientsare muchlarger
tropics, where the height becomes unbounded as one ap- in the polar region than they are at the tropics.Further, the
proaches the equator. In order to apply (13), we shall make standard errors (the bracketedvaluesin Table 1) for the NMC

The numerical constant of b = 0.25 is adapted in this study to
be a typical value for neutral stability conditions [Blackadar
and Tennekes, 1968]. However, its value is still subjected to
large degrees of variability under various conditions. For example, recent large-eddy simulation results from a threedimensional baroclinic boundary layer model [Mason and
Thomson, 1987] show that the height where the turbulent

use of the fl plane approximation for the tropical region, that

is I fl >f0 = fly = 2.5 x 10- 5 s- •, where fl = 2.2 x 10- • •
m/s and y = 1200 km are used in this study. This is equivalent
to limiting values of the Coriolis parameter to be no lessthan
the value at 10 ø N.

pressuregradientsare about 10% of the means,whichis much
larger than thosefor the altimeterwind speeds.This relatively
largeuncertaintyabout the meansin the NMC pressuregradient term clearly indicatesa large variability within the three
latitude categoriesused for this study and will undoubtedly

contribute to larger variancesin the other derived quantities.
Beforediscussingthe calculatedresultsof equivalentdepths
3.
RESULTS FROM SEASAT WIND SPEED
and heightsof the atmosphericboundary layer, it is instructive
MEASUREMENTS
to examine the calculated values of the surface drag coefficient
We shall apply (6), (7), (11), (12), and (13) discussedin the and the effectivesurfacedrag coefficientand their dependency
previous sectionto compute the values of the effectivesurface on wind speedsand latitudes shown in Table 1. The mean
drag coefficient, the equivalent depth, the spin up time, the value of the surfacedrag coefficientis nearly constant (CD =
surface drag coefficient, and the height of the atmospheric 0.0013) in the wind speed range of 15 m/s > $ > 5 m/s. For
boundary layer. For this study, wind speedswere taken from wind speedsof lessthan 5 m/s, the valuesof the surfacedrag
the altimeter wind speed measurementsfrom Seasat, and the coefficient decrease to about 0.0008-0.0010.
From (6), the values of the effective surface drag coefficient
corresponding surface pressure gradients from the National
are directly proportional to the departure of surface wind
Meteorological Center (NMC) analyses.These 3 days of altimeter data from SEASAT are identical to those used in a pre- speeds from geostrophy and inversely proportional to the
vious study of vector retrievals from the altimeter wind speeds square of surfacewind speeds.Hence the calculated values of
reported by Yu [1987]. Further, the altimeter wind speed the effectivesurfacedrag coefficientare larger in the light wind
measurementsfrom the satellite were taken at all points along category than they are in the medium wind speed range.
the satellite tracks that fall within 1.5 hours before and after
Moreover, values of the effective surface drag coefficientsare
the surfacepressureanalysistime. On the average,the altime- calculatedto vary between2.02 x 10-6 m- • in the tropicsto
ter measures ocean surface winds every second or so, which 8.87 x 10-6 m- • in the polar region(seeTable 1). The large
can in principle result in a maximum of nearly 10,000 data values in the polar region may be explained by much larger
points for a 3-hour window. Since the computational pro- values of the NMC surfacepressuregradient term as discussed
cedure laid out in equations (6), (7), and (11) depends on the earlier. It may be pointed out that the NMC surface pressure
use of NMC sea level pressurefields which are analyzed on a analysis is produced by updating the forecast model's first
2.5c by 2.5ø longitude-latitude grid, in this study we also ap- guessby surfaceship observationsof winds and pressuresover
plied an averaging procedure as discussedby Yu [1987] to the oceans through a multivariate optimum interpolation
obtain the satellite altimeter wind speedson the same grid. analysis scheme [Dey and Morone, 1985]. If the observedalThe averaging procedure is such that the weighting of each timeter wind speedsrepresent the true state over the ocean
data point is inversely proportional to the distance between surface,the large valuesof the effectivesurfacedrag coefficient,
the data and the grid point to which the average will be which are indicative of large departure from the geostrophyin
assigned.Typically about 40 data points are used to generate the polar region, would seemto suggestthat the first guessof
an average grid point value. The total number of altimeter surface pressurefrom the NMC forecast model is far from
data after the averaging is about 300 for the Seasat period being in geostrophicequilibrium with the observedaltimeter
(N = 276 for September 17, N = 279 for September 18, and surfacewinds. To a lesserdegree,the same considerationmay
also be applied in the tropics. On the other hand, one can
N = 317 for September19, 1978)during the 3-hour window.
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TABLE 1. MeansandStandard
Errorsof theMeans(in Parentheses)
Calculated
for EquivalentDepth/•, Atmospheric
Boundary
LayerDepthh, Surface
DragCoefficient
CD, EffectiveSurface
DragCoefficient
(7D, EkmanSpinupTimet, NMC SeaLevel
Pressure Gradient, and Altimeter Wind Speed S for 3 Days of Altimeter Data From Seasat

15>S>5

Parameter

$ < 5 m/s

Sept. 19, 1978, 0000 UT

Sept. 18, 1978, 0000 UT

Sept. 17, 1978, 0000 UT

15>S>5

m/s

$ < 5 m/s

15>S>

m/s

$ < 5 m/s

5

m/s

Polar Region (Ickl > 60ø)
N

/•, m
h, m

35

190 (44)
ll3 (12)

40

51

579 (88)

53

156(30)

599 (30)

341(56)

134 (ll)

588 (22)

63

l10 (13)
106 (8)

35

197(36)
632 (22)

CD, X 10-3

0.885 (0.014)

1.332(0.022)

0.971(0.012)

1.307(0.017)

0.877 (0.009)

1.355(0.018)

CD, 10- 5/m

0.809 (0.043)

0.571(0.058)

0.846(0.027)

0.734(0.041)

0.887(0.013)

0.839(0.028)

14.4 (2.2)
8.69 (0.32)

21.6 (2.2)
2.36 (0.17)

9.9 (1.9)
8.48 (0.25)

22.6 (1.7)
1.89 (0.13)

4.5 (0.7)
9.03 (0.27)

t, hours
S, m/s

(1/p)IVPI,10-4 m/s2

38.9 (10.3)
2.01 (0.21)

9.329 (0.849)

14.506 (1.094)

11.432 (0.706)

16.679 (0.795)

14.680 (0.845)

17.665 (0.483)

Mid-latitude Region (60ø > I(bl > 20ø)
N

/•, m
h, m

26

359 (78)
370 (32)

105

31

831 (52)

483 (81)

912 (29)

311 (23)

98

712 (58)
885 (35)

28

312 (70)
393 (24)

ll9

720 (51)
854 (31)

CD, X 10-3

0.968 (0.012)

1.331 (0.013)

0.974 (0.013)

1.323 (0.012)

0.994 (0.009)

1.304 (O.OlO)

(7D, 10-5/m

0.656 (0.069)

0.371 (0.034)

0.565 (0.071)

0.476 (0.038)

0.698 (0.062)

0.437 (0.033)

28.5 (5.5)
3.25 (0.18)

22.8 (1.6)
8.67 (0.19)

39.4 (6.1)
3.35 (0.19)

18.6 (1.6)
8.55 (0.17)

22.5 (4.6)
3.64 (0.14)

19.7 (1.5)
8.26 (0.15)

t, hours
S, m/s

(i/p)iVPi, i0 -4 m/s2

4.266 (0.558)

8.524 (0.611)

4.039 (0.647)

8.910 (0.570)

4.627 (0.647)

8.747 (0.489)

Tropics (l(bl < 20ø)
N

/•, m
h,m

35

172 (27)
996 (59)

33

15

630 (78)

384 (97)

2214 (116)

915 (90)

31

888 (69)
2593 (118)

21

272 (71)
850 (77)

50

851 (65)
2451 (84)

CD, X 10-3

0.976 (0.012)

1.259 (0.012)

0.971 (0.021)

1.307 (0.016)

0.959 (0.016)

1.288 (0.011)

•D, 10-5/m

0.751 (0.039)

0.360 (0.046)

0.555 (0.089)

0.202 (0.027)

0.693 (0.068)

0.237 (0.025)

15.4 (2.3)
3.37 (0.18)

18.7 (2.4)
7.60 (0.18)

31.3 (7.0)
3.30 (0.32)

24.4 (2.4)
8.32 (0.23)

22.1 (4.1)
3.12 (0.23)

23.0 (1.8)
8.03 (0.17)

1.719 (0.167)

2.860 (0.282)

1.118 (0.162)

2.465 (0.306)

1.767 (0.277)

2.279 (0.192)

t, hours
S, m/s

(1/p)lVPI,10-4 m/s2

similarly postulate that in mid-latitudes, where there are more

calculated for the polar region is clearly caused by the large
values of the effective surface drag coefficients as explained
previously.
In light of the results discussedabove, it would certainly
suggestthat the method presentedin this study enables one to
infer the height of the atmospheric boundary layer over the
oceans. The method depends on two important meteorological parameters,namely, surfacewind speedand pressurefields.
As was stated earlier, the surfacepressurefield is an integral of
the mass through the depth of an atmospheric column and is
boundary layer, which are about 800-900 m. When the surface not influenced by the details of the boundary layer physics.
wind speedis less than 5 m/s, the equivalent depths decrease Hence the surface pressurefield is probably the most reliable
to about 300-500 m, which is quite comparable to the values analysisfield available on a global basis.Similarly, the surface
of about 300-400 m for boundary layer. Note that in each wind speed field can be expected to have reasonably good
category, the standard errors for both the equivalent depths accuracies from the remotely sensed scatterometry and altiand the atmosphericboundary layer heights are calculated to metry measurements [Jones et al., 1982; Fedor and Brown,
amount to about 15-20%
of the mean values.
1982]. The conventional boundary layer height formulation,
The equivalent depths calculated for the polar region are on the other hand, is typically represented by the ratio of
smallerthan thosein mid-latitudesand tropics.Similarly, the surface friction velocity and Coriolis parameter as is used in
heights of the atmosphericboundary layer calculated accord- (13), which becomesundefined near the equator in the tropics.
ing to (13) exhibit their minimum valuesin the polar region. For this study, the surface friction velocities are estimated
In the light wind category, (i.e., S < 5 m/s) the calculated directly from the altimeter wind speeds and the surface drag
equivalentdepthsare quite comparableto thosecalculatedby coefficient formulation in (12). In general, however, the surface
the conventional scale height formulation, and the values are friction velocity is not a directly measured quantity but may
found to vary between 100 and 200 m. In the medium wind
be derived by the use of wind profile data and the Moninspeedrange (i.e., 15 m/s > S > 5 m/s), the equivalent depths Obukhov surface layer similarity theory [e.g., Busin•7eret al.,
are found to vary between200 and 600 m, whereasthe heights 1971]. The surface friction velocity thus derived tends to be
not as dependable as the surface wind speeditself. Moreover,
of the atmospheric boundary layer are about 600 m for all
cases.This large variation in the values of equivalent depths the numerical constant, b -- 0.25, used in equation (13) is not a

surfaceobservationsto update the model first guessof surface
pressure,the observed altimeter wind speedsare in a closer
balancewith the analyzedNMC surfacepressurefields.
The equivalentdepthscalculatedfor the mid-latitude region
are found to be comparableto but slightly lessthan heightsof
the atmosphericboundary layer. That is, the valuesof equivalent depths are about 700-800 m in the range of surfacewind
speedsbetween 5 m/s and 15 m/s for the Seasatperiod (Table
1). These values should be compared with heights of the
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universalconstant.For thesereasons,the method proposedin
this study which requires surfacepressurefield in addition to
the surfacewind speedfield may be more usefuland dependable. The main advantage of using this method is that at the
equator the equivalent depths are well defined, and the values
in the tropics in general are about 650-900 m in the wind
speed between 5 m/s and 15 m/s (Table 1). These values are
quite realistic over the tropical oceanswhere the height of the
boundary layer should be expectedto correspondto approximately the top of lifting condensation level or where the cloud
base should correspondto the top of the tropical atmospheric
mixed layer. This is consistent with the results reported by
Betts [1976], which based on the BOMEX tropical data show
that the top of the mixed layer occurred at a height of between
500 and 1500 m. On the other hand, the use of (13) for the
boundary layer depths leads to unacceptable values, which
can be as large as about 2500 m.
Once the effective surface drag coefficients are calculated,
one can estimate the Ekman spin up (or e-folding) time if we
know the mean wind speed as discussedin (11). However,
since the mean wind speeds are not available, the observed
altimeter wind speedsare used to calculate the e-folding time
in this study. The e-folding times thus estimated are found to
have a large variability, varying between a minimum of 4.5
hours in the polar region to a maximum of 39.4 hours in the
mid-latitude oceans. Further, the relatively large standard
errors associated with the means suggest larger uncertainties
in the estimates of the spin up times, especially in the light
wind category. As expected,the spin up times are much larger
when the surface wind speedsare less than 5 m/s, reaching as
large as 40 hours. In the wind speedrange of 5 m/s to 15 m/s,
the spin up times are lessthan 20 hours in general; further, the
spin up times are smaller in the polar region than they are in
other latitudes. This indicates that under the same synoptic
forcing of surface pressure fields in the medium wind speed
range, steady state Ekman boundary layer flows are more
rapidly establishedin the higher latitudes than they are in the
tropics and mid-latitudes.
4.

SUMMARY

This study discussesa method by which the equivalent
depths of the atmospheric boundary layer may be computed
from sea level pressureanalysesand ocean surfacewind speed
measurements.An explicit representation for the equivalent
depth has been given in terms of the sea level pressuregradient, wind speed, and surface drag coefficient.The equivalent
depths were calculated from a 3-day period of altimeter wind
speed data taken from Seasat. For comparison, a conventional
scale height formula is used to calculate the heights of the
atmospheric boundary layer. This study shows that over the
mid-latitudes and in the range of wind speedsbetween 5 m/s
and 15 m/s, the equivalent depths, calculated to vary between
700 and 800 m, are found to be quite comparable to the
heights of the atmospheric boundary layer which are calculated to vary between 800 and 900 m. When the surface wind
speedsdecreaseto less than 5 m/s, both the equivalent depths
and the atmospheric boundary layer decrease to about 300500 m in the mid-latitudes. In the polar region, both scale
heights are found to be smaller and quite comparable in
values, ranging between 200 and 600 m. In the tropics, however, use of the conventional scale height for the atmospheric
boundary layer gives unreasonably large values, whereas the
equivalent depths are calculated to be about 600-1000 m.

These values compare favorably with the observedheights of
the atmospheric mixed layer over the tropical oceans. It is
thereforeconcludedthat the method presentedin this study
may be used to infer heights of the atmospheric boundary
layer over the global oceans.The method should be particularly useful for initialization of atmosphericmixed layer and
trade wind models. Further, based on the measured altimeter

wind speed data, the spin up times for the boundary layer
flows are found to be shorter in the polar regionsthan they
are in the mid-latitudes and the tropics in the surface wind
speedrange of 5 m/s to 15 m/s. This indicatesthat steadystate
Ekman boundary layer flows can be more rapidly established
in the polar region than they are in the lower latitudes.
APPENDIX

Let us consider a coordinate system (X', Y') such that the
X'

axis is in the direction

of surface wind vector ¾ and the

surfacegeostrophicwind G is oriented as is shown in Figure
1. Note that the (X, Y) coordinate systemis of the conventional east-west and north-south

direction.

If the anglebetweenX (trueeast)and X' axesis fl, thenone
canimmediatelywrite the followingrelationships:
x = x' cos fl- y' sin fl
y = x' sin fl + y' cos fl

u = u' cosfl -- v' sin fl = u' cosfl
v = u' sin fl + v' cosfl = u' sin fl
•P

•P

•x

-

•P

•x'

•P

cos fl

•P

--

•y'

sin fl

•P

•

COSfl
c•yc•x'
sin
• +c•y'

Note that u' and v' are wind componentsin the (X', Y')
system,and v' is identicalto zero, sincewind is alignedwith
the X' axis.

Now, Ekman balance equationsin integrated form in the
(X, Y) systemare

(14)

wherenCu
andnov
areequivalent
depths
fortheu andv componentsof wind, respectively,
and Ca is the surfacedrag coef-

,¾

?/-[,,

•X

Fig. 1. Diagramof (X', Y') coordinatesystem.
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ficient as defined in section2. Upon substitutingthe relationshipsof (u, v) and (c•P/c•x,c•P/c•y)betweenthe (X, Y) and (X',
Y') systemsinto (14), one gets

cos
fl- •y•
-fll,u'
sin
fi=-•1•.•(c•P
c•P
sin
fi)
- C•lSlu'
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